ABSTRACT Ada is a high-level imperative programming language with complex static semantics. In this paper we present a compiler front-end that translates Ada programs into DIANA trees -a standard intermediate form for Ada. In order to avoid the difficulties that arise from the ambiguous Ada syntax we designed a transformation system that maps the initial program tree into a more specific one, Semantic checks like overload resolution, type checking etc. are then performed on that tree.
The OPTRAN system developed at the Universitaet des Saarlandss was used to specify and implement the Aria front-end. Both the analysis of static semantics and the transformation of the initial program tree are described using the OPTRAN language which combines attributed tree grammars with sets of so-called transformation rules. The Ada project was a test case for the OPTRAN generator.
In this paper we give a detailed view on the Aria front-end and summarize the experience gained in specifying and implementing it.
OPTRAN System Overview
The OPTRAN-System is designed as a specification tool for attributed abstract syntax trees and transformations thereof. The structure of abstract syntax trees is described by a regular tree grammar. A set of attributes is associated with each node of a tree. These attributes may be used to collect context information in the tree. For every production of the tree grammar there is a set of associated semantic rules specifying the functional dependencies between attributes. Transformation rules are used to describe possible changes in the structure of the tree. Each transformation rule consists of two parts: The so-called left-hand side specifies syntactical and semantical conditions for the applications of the transformation rules, the right hand side consists of the specification of the output tree structure possibly augmented by so-called explicit semantic rules. The syntactical condition of the left-hand side is described by a tree pattern. Additional contextual conditions may be specified as a boolean predicate over the attributes of the input tree pattern. A transformation rule is said to be applicable at a node of a tree -if there is a match for the input pattern at that node -and the predicate is satisfied. If a transformation rule is actually applied the matching part of the input pattern is replaced by the output pattern. In general this .transformation changes the functional dependencies of the attributes in the tree. Therefore the values of the attributes for which the dependencies have actually changed (the so-called inconsistent attributes) have to be recomputed. The OPTRAN specification of a tree transforming system (t-system) is called transformation unit (t-unit). A t-unit consists of 5 parts: -a tree grammar describing the structure of abstract syntax trees -the association between the nodes of the tree and sets of attributes -semantic rules associated with productions denoting the functional dependencies between attributes -a set of transformation rules -a user supplied strategy for the application of transformation rules. OPTRAN is a batch-oriented system to precompute a t-system for a given t-unit. At runtime the generated t-system consumes an abstract syntax tree and performs the following actions: -Initially the attribute evaluator computes the value of all attributes according to the functional dependencies in the t-unit. -The tree analyzer searches the attributed syntax tree according to the specified strategy for a node where a tree template matches and the corresponding predicate is satisfied. -The tree transformer applies the selected transformation rule to the tree. -The attribute reevaluator recomputes the value of inconsistent attributes of the transformed tree. It is possible to perform these tasks efficiently because of the extensive analysis of the static properties of a t-unit at generation time:
